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IN THE COURT OF THE MEMBER, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL 

SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 

 

Present : Smti. M. Nandi., 
   Member, 
   Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, 
   Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

MAC Case No. 11 of 2018(D) 

  

      1.  Smti. Bina Devi, 

 W/O Late Om Prakash Sah, 

 R/O Vill. Solagaon, 

 P.O. Goroimari, 

 P.S.Tezpur. 

 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam………………Claimant. 

 

        -Versus- 

 

     1. Sri Jitendra Pandey, 
 S/O Jagannath Pandey, 
 R/O of vill. Bajhrajhar,  
 P.O. Rowta Chariali, 
 P.S. Rowta. 
 Dist. Udalguri(BTAD), Assam, 

(Owner of the vehicle No.AS-14C/0806 (Truck). 
  
     2.  Sri Prahlad Barman, 
 S/O Sri Nibaran Barman, 
 R/O Vill. Belguri, 
 P.O. & P.S. Udalguri, 
 Dist. Udalguri (BTAD), Assam, 

(Driver of the vehicle No.AS-14C/0806 (Truck). 
  
     3.  New India Assurance  Co. Ltd. 
 Dhekiajuli Branch, 
 P.O. & P.S. Dhekiajuli, 
 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam. 

(Insurer of the vehicle No.AS-14C/0806 (Truck). 
 

 4. Sri Debi Datt Pandey, 
  C/O Lodhi Road Complex, Delhi, 
  (Owner of the vehicle No.DL-03CR/6768 (Wagon R) 
 5. The United India Insurance Co. Ltd. 
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  Tezpur Divisional office, 
  P.O. & P.S. Tezpur,  
  Dist. Sonitpur, Assam, 
  (Insurer of the vehicle No.DL-03CR/6768 (Wagon R) 
 ……………Opposite parties. 
 

ADVOCATES APPEARED 

For the claimant   :- P. Hazarika, Advocate. 

For the O.P. No. 1,2&4 :- struck off. 

For the O.P. NO. 3   :- P. Sethi, Advocate. 

For the  O.P. No. 5  :- T. Ghosh, Advocate. 

 

Date of Argument   :- 24-10-2019. 

Date of Judgment   :- 30-10-2019. 

 

                             J U D G M E N T 

This is an application u/s 166 of MV Act, 1988, filed by the claimant Smti. 

Bina Devi, claiming compensation on account of death of her husband Om 

Prakash Sah , in a motor vehicle accident. 

1.       The brief fact of the case is that on 28-11-2017 the husband of the 

claimant Om Prakash Sah was travelling from Tezpur towards Kharupetia in a 

vehicle bearing No.DL-03CR/6768 (Wagon R) along with some other occupants. 

At about 9-00 P.M.  while they reached near Batabari under Dalgaon P.S.  

another vehicle bearing No. AS-14C/0806(truck) coming from the opposite 

direction in a rash and negligent manner knocked down the Wagon R vehicle 

from the front side. As a result the husband of the claimant sustained grievous 

injuries and died on the spot. Accordingly, his post mortem was conducted at 

Mongaldoi Civil Hospital. 

2. After the accident one case was registered vide Dolgaon P.S. case No. 

765/17 u/s- 279/338/304(A)/427 IPC. At the relevant time of accident, both the 

vehicles were involved in the said accident had insurance coverage.   

3. As the claimant has failed to take steps in time against the O.P. No. 1,2 

and 4, hence, the case against the O.P. No. 1, 2 and 4 was struck off.  
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4.  O.P. No. 3 New India Assurance Co. Ltd. i.e. insurer of the vehicle 

bearing No.AS-14C/0806(truck)  has submitted written statement wherein it is 

stated that the claimant’s husband Krishna Nand Choudhury who was driving the 

vehicle bearing No.DL-03CR/6768(Wagon R) was also got involved in the said 

accident  was not having a valid D/L to drive the said vehicle and he had driven 

the said vehicle on National Highway  without having a valid D/L for which the 

claim of the claimant is liable to be dismissed. It is further  alleged that the 

accident occurred due to rash and negligent driving by the claimant’s husband 

who was driving the other vehicle bearing No. DL-03CR/6768 in a rash and 

negligent manner and had got involved in the said accident. There was a 

contributory negligence on the part of the other vehicle Wagon R which the 

claimant’s husband was driving. As such O.P. No. 3 is not solely liable to pay for 

any compensation amount to the claimant, as has been falsely claimed by the 

claimant and prayed to dismiss the claim petition with cost.  

5. O.P. No. 5 United India Insurance Co. Ltd. i.e. insurer of the vehicle 

bearing NO.DL-03CR/6768 (Wagon R) has submitted written statement and it is 

stated that from a bare perusal of the claim petition it is evident that the 

claimant’s husband was the driver of the vehicle No.DL-03CR/6768(Wagon R) 

and the alleged accident occurred when the deceased was knocked down by the 

alleged vehicle bearing No.AS-14C/0806(truck). Under such circumstances, the 

claimant is barred to claim compensation for the negligent act of her/his own as 

per the provision of section 166 of M.V.Act. Hence, in any event had the claimant 

spoken about any negligence in regard to drive of  the vehicle bearing No.DL-

03CR/6768(Wagon R), then the claimant could not have legally lodged any claim 

against the insurer as for the fault of deceased being himself a tortfeasor.  

6. On the pleadings aforesaid the following issues were framed- 

I. Whether the accident took place on 28-11-2017 at about 9-00 P.M. due 

to rash and negligent driving by the driver of both the vehicles bearing no. AS-

14C/0806(truck) and DL-03CR/6768 (Wagon R) and whether the victim Om 

Prakash Sah died due to the alleged accident? 
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II. Whether the claimant is/are entitled for any compensation as prayed 

for and if so, from whom and to what extent? 

7. I have heard the argument advanced by the Learned Counsel of both 

sides. I have also perused the documents available in the record. 

 Issue No. 1 and 2   

8. The claimant Bina Devi was examined in the case as CW-1 who deposed 

in her evidence that she has filed this claim case claiming compensation for the 

death of her husband arising out of a road traffic accident which occurred on 28-

11-2017 caused by rash and negligent driving by the driver of the vehicle bearing 

No.AS-14C/0806(truck). As a result her husband died on the spot.  

9. CW-1 has exhibited the following documents – 

 Ext. 1 accident information report (Form 54). 

Ext 2 Post mortem report. 

10. In her cross-examination CW-1 has replied that she had not been to 

attend the marriage ceremony on the date of accident. She has not filed the birth 

certificate or voter ID of her husband to ascertain the actual date of birth of her 

husband. She has not filed any document to ascertain that her husband was a 

Mason at the time of accident. The owner of the Wagon R was one Krishnanand 

Choudhury who was also driving the car. She has not witnessed the accident but 

she has heard about it.   

11. CW-2 is Riajuddin who deposed in his evidence that on 28-11-2017 he 

went to Guwahati along with his friend by a four wheeler and on that day itself 

they were returning back to Tezpur via Mongoldoi. At about 9-00 P.M. when they 

reached near Batabari under Dalgaon P.S. one heavy truck bearing No.AS-

14C/0806 after crossing their vehicle with high speed moving in a rash and 

negligent manner knocked down another car from the front side which was 

proceeding from Dhekiajuli side towards Kharupetia  and the said accident took 

place just few mtrs. ahead of him before his own eyes. After parking their car by 

the side of the road immediately he rushed near place of occurrence and found 
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all the persons travelling in the vehicle sustained grievous injuries with severe 

bleeding and after observation he found that one of the injured was known to 

him and he was Usman Ansari and later on, he came to know that all the injured 

occupants including Krishna Nand Choudhury travelling in the said Wagon R were 

declared dead at the hospital. 

12. In his cross-examination CW-2 has replied that at Batamari , Dalgaon 

there was a traffic jam. Other than the truck and Wagon R there was no any 

vehicle had collided in the said accident. He could not say the colour of the 

Wagon R. He had not found any person in the said truck. Both the vehicles had 

collided head on. In the Wagon R there were 5 persons. Osman Ansari is his 

friend who died in the said accident.   

13. Ext. 1 is the accident information report which reveals that an accident 

occurred on 28-11-2017 at about 9-00 P.M. at Batamari NH-15 and Krishna Nand 

Choudhury died in the said accident. The vehicle bearing No.AS-14C/0806(truck) 

was shown to be the offending vehicle. The ejahar, lodged by one Asik Ansari 

stating that on 28-11-2017 at about 9-00 p.m. his son Nadim Ansari, Krishna 

Nand Choudhury, Osman Ansari, Imam Ansari and Om Prakash Sah while 

travelling in a vehicle bearing No.DL/03CR/6768(Wagon R)from Tezpur Goroimari 

towards Kharupetia, another vehicle bearing No.AS-14C/0806(truck) coming in a 

rash and negligent from the opposite direction knocked down the Wagon R 

vehicle . As a result Krishna Nand Choudhury and Osman Ansari died on the spot 

and Nadim Ansari,  Imam Ansari and Om Prakash Sah died in the Mongaldoi 

hospital during treatment. On receipt of the ejahar, one case was registered vide 

Dalgaon P.S. case No. 765/17 u/s- 279/338/304(A)/427 IPC. It is seen that 

charge sheet was submitted against the driver of the vehicle bearing No.AS-

14C/0806(truck) Prahlad Barman u/s-279/338/304(A)/427 IPC. Seizure list of 

seizing the vehicle bearing No.AS-14C/0806(truck) and its documents and the  

seizure list of seizing the vehicle bearing No.DL-03CR/6768(Wagon R) and its 

documents are available in the record.  

14. On behalf of O.P. NO. 3 i.e. New India Assurance Co. Ltd. one witness 

was examined. 
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15. DW-1 Pulak Narayan Goswami who deposed in his evidence that he is 

holding post of Administrative Officer of O.P. NO. 3 i.e. New India Assurance Co. 

Ltd. having its Divisional office at Tezpur and he used to look after the motor 

vehicle accident claims cases of their company at their said Divisional office at 

Tezpur was appointed private investigator had submitted its investigation report 

in connection with the alleged accident and from the said investigators report it 

has been revealed that on the date of accident i.e. on 28-11-2017 an accident 

took place at Batamari on NH-15 at 9-00 p.m. and the Wagon R bearing No.DL-

03CR/6768(Wagon R) which was going towards Kharupetia side from Goroimari  

and when it reached near the place of accident the said vehicle had at first 

dashed on the rear back side of a motorcycle bearing No.AS-13B/1646  and 

thereafter it again had dashed  another vehicle on the rear and back side of a 

running truck bearing No.AS-14C/0806 which was going on the same direction 

and as a result of which the back side basket of the said motor cycle  was 

damaged and the back side of the said truck was dented  and its back side light 

was broken but the front side of said Wagon R vehicle was completely damaged. 

In fact  the accident occurred due to rash and negligent driving by the said 

Wagon R vehicle. 

16. DW-1 has exhibited three documents. Ext. A is the MVI report of the 

vehicle bearing No.AS-14C/0806(truck).Ext. B is MVI report of the motor cycle 

bearing No.AS-13B/1646. Ext. C is MVI report of the vehicle bearing No.DL-

03CR/6768(Wagon R). From Ext. A i.e. MVI report of the truck bearing No.AS-

14C/0806(truck) which shows following damages- backside pressed/ 

dented/miscalling and back side light broken. From Ext. B i.e. MVI report of the 

motor cycle bearing No.AS-13B/1646 having damages- backside basket broken. 

Ext. C is the MVI report of Wagon R bearing No.DL-03CR/6768 which shows the 

following damages- 

 Body pressed/dented/miscalling , engine out of order, Chassis bent, both 

side front and rear door pressed/dented/miscalling, steering as out of order and 

glass broken and head light broken.  

17. DW-2 is Biswajit Dey, who deposed in his evidence that he is serving in 

United India Insurance Company, Tezpur Division in capacity of Administrative 
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Officer. The claimant has not claimed any compensation from the Wagon R 

vehicle bearing No.DL-03CR/6768 from their company. In the claim petition itself  

the claimant has stated that the accident took place due to rash and negligent 

driving of the offending vehicle bearing No.AS-14C/0806 (truck). Their company 

after receiving of summons collected the charge sheet, seizure list of the criminal 

case from the Court of Chief Judicial Magistrate, Darrang. The claimant has 

exhibited the charge sheet vide Ext. 3 in this case. The police after investigation 

submitted charge sheet against the driver of the offending truck. He has brought  

the seizure list which is collected by their company and from the seizure list it is 

seen that the Wagon R vehicle bearing No. DL-03CR/6768 Road Tax was valid 

upto 31-07-2016 whereas the date of accident was on 28-11-2017. 

18. In his cross-examination DW-2 has replied that he had not seen the 

actual damage caused to the vehicles which were involved in the said accident. 

As he had not been to the accident site his evidence is based on the record and 

documents which he got from his office. In the said accident the vehicle bearing 

No. AS-14C/0806(truck) wherein damages has been shown as backside pressed 

and dented and back side light broken. In the MVI report of Wagon R , the 

damage has been shown as steering out of order and engine out of order, 

chassis bent, head light glass broken, front windshield broken, body pressed and 

dented. One motor cycle bearing No.AS-13B/1646 damages have been shown as 

backside basket broken.  

19. From the MVI report of the truck bearing No.AS-14C/0806 and the Wagon 

R bearing No. DL-03CR/6768 it is crystal clear that there cannot be any head on 

collision between the vehicles. If the accident occurred due to head on collision, 

the damages of the truck definitely would have been caused on its front side but 

not on the backside of the vehicle. Under such backdrop it can be said that 

whatever stated by DW-1 regarding accident that, the Wagon R vehicle has 

dashed  against the backside of the truck has some value in the eye of law. It is 

not in dispute that an accident occurred on 28-11-2017 and the passengers 

travelling in the Wagon R vehicle including the driver died in connection with the 

said accident. But the story narrated by the claimant as well as the evidence of 

the claimant and her witnesses and MVI reports are contradicted to each other. 
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Though charge sheet was submitted against the truck driver due to rash and 

negligent driving but it is unexplained how the MVI found damages on the back 

side of the truck. There was no cross-examination of DW-1 on the point by the 

claimant. Situated thus, there is no hesitation to hold that the accident occurred 

due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of the Wagon R vehicle bearing 

No.DL-03CR/6768 and insurer of the vehicle i.e. United India Insurance Co. Ltd. 

is liable to pay compensation.   

20. According to the claimant, her deceased husband was working as Mason 

and business prior to the accident and his monthly income was Rs. 9,000/-to 

10,000/-. But no any document has been furnished by the claimant regarding 

occupation and income of the deceased. Under such circumstances, income of 

the deceased be considered under minimum rates of wages of the State of 

Assam. As per Govt. notification, the present minimum rates of wages of the 

State of unskilled worker as Rs. 7,950/-which be taken into consideration in this 

case. 

21. Regarding age of the deceased, as per claim petition deceased was 48 

years of age when the accident took place. Except P.M. report the claimant has 

not submitted any document to ascertain the age of her deceased husband. It is 

a settled position of law that if any age proof document is not available, the age 

mentioned in P.M. report can be taken into consideration. As per P.M. Report, 

age of the deceased was 48 years, which can be taken into consideration in this 

case.  

22. As per the case of Sarla Verma -vs.- DTC,[AIR 2009(6) SC 121] the 

multiplier would be 13.  

23. In the instant case, the deceased left behind his wife, three sons and one 

daughter. As such, the standardized deduction towards personal and living 

expense of deceased is applicable as stated in the case of Sarala Verma. 

Considering the aforesaid mandate in the instant case since there are five Nos. of 

dependants, so, 1/4th of the income is required to be deducted with a 

presumption that had the deceased been alive, he could have spent 1/4th for his 

personal and living expenses.  
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24. As per SLP (Civil) No. 25590 of 2014( National Insurance Co. Ltd. Vs- 

Pranay Shethi & Ors.) the Hon’ble Supreme Court has fixed  compensation in 

case of death reasonable figures on  conventional heads namely- Loss of estate, 

Loss of consortium and   Funeral expenses should be Rs. 15,000/-, Rs. 40,000/- 

and Rs. 15,000/- respectively.  

25. So, in view of the aforesaid discussion, in the instant case the 

computation of compensation is awarded as follows :- 

A) Annual income of the deceased Rs. 7,950/- X 12   = Rs.95,400/-  

B) After deducting 1/4th of the annual income of the deceased , amount 

comes to            =Rs.71,550/- 

C) After multiplied with multiplier, amount comes to  

Rs. 71,550/-X 13                                             =Rs.   9,30,150/- 

D) Funeral expenses           =Rs.      15,000/- 

E) Loss of consortium           =Rs.      40,000/- 

F) Loss of estate           =Rs.      15,000/- 

  TOTAL    =Rs.10,00,150/-( Rupees 

ten lakhs one hundred fifty)only. 

26. Hence, issue No. 1 and 2 are decided accordingly.  

                                  O R D E R 
 

   In the result, the claim petition is allowed, awarding Rs. 10,00,150/-( 

Rupees ten lakhs one hundred fifty)only with interest thereon @ 6 % per 

annum from the date of filing of the case  i.e. on 31-03-2018 till full and final 

realization.  

O.P. No. 5 i.e. United India Insurance  Co. Ltd. is directed to discharge 

the liability of the award within a period of 30(thirty) days from the date of 

receipt of the order.   

The claimant Smti. Bina Devi, wife of the deceased: A sum of Rs. 

8,00,150/-( Rupees eight lakhs one hundred fifty)only along with 

proportionate interest thereon is awarded to the claimant Smti. Bina Devi being 

wife of the deceased. Out of the said amount Rs. 4,00,150/-( Rupees four 

lakhs one hundred fifty)only along with proportionate interest thereon be 

immediately released to the claimant  on her savings account and the balance 
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amount of Rs. 4,00,000/-( Rupees four lakhs) along with proportionate 

interest thereon be kept in the Form of FDRs for  5  years.  

Share of the minor daughter of the deceased: A sum of Rs.2,00,000/-( 

Rupees two lakhs)  along with proportionate interest thereon be awarded to 

the  minor daughter of the deceased Ankita Kumari be kept in the Form of FDRs 

till she attains majority. 

The deposition of awarded amount with United Bank of India, Tezpur 

Branch. 

The O.P. No. 5 i.e. United India Insurance Co. Ltd. is directed to deposit 

Rs. 10,00,150/-( Rupees ten lakhs one hundred fifty)only in favour of the 

claimant  with United Bank of India, Tezpur Branch against savings account of 

the  claimant  within a period of 30 (thirty) days from the date of receipt of the 

order.  

Upon aforesaid amount being deposited the United Bank of India, Tezpur 

Branch is directed to keep the awarded amount in the FDRs/Savings Account in 

the following manner-  

(i) The interest of the fixed deposits be paid to the claimant Smti. Bina 

Devi by Automatic credit of interest in her Savings bank account with United 

Bank of India, Tezpur Branch. 

(ii)  No cheque book be issued to the claimant Smti. Bina Devi without the 

permission of the court.  

(iii)  The original fixed deposit receipts shall be retained by the bank in the 

safe custody. However, the original pass book shall be given to the claimant 

Smti. Bina Devi along with photocopy of the FDRs. 

(iv) The original fixed deposit receipt shall be handed over to the Claimant 

Smti. Bina Devi  on the expiry of the period of the FDRs.  

(v)  No loan, advance or withdrawal shall be allowed on the said fixed 

deposit receipts without the permission of the court.  

(vi)   Half Yearly statements of account be filed by the Bank in this court. 

(vii) The claimant, wife of the deceased shall furnish all the relevant 

documents for opening of her Savings Bank Account and fixed deposit account to 

the Branch Manager, United Bank of India, Tezpur Branch.   
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The O.P. No. 5 i.e. United India Insurance Co. Ltd. is directed to submit  

the compliance report of  having deposited the awarded amount with United 

Bank of India, Tezpur  Branch in this Tribunal within a period of 30(thirty ) days 

from the date of receipt of the order. 

The O.P. No. 5 shall intimate to the claimant Smti. Bina Devi about it 

having deposited the cheque in favour of the claimant, in terms of the award, at 

the address of the claimant mentioned at the title of the award, so as to facilitate 

her to withdraw the same.   

Given under my hand and seal on this 30th day of October, 2019. 

 

 

            ( M. Nandi.) 
              Member,                        Member, 
Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,          Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, 
       Sonitpur, Tezpur.          Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
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A N N E X U R E 
 
1.Witness of the Claimant: 

 
(i) Smti. Bina Devi. 
(ii) Riyajuddin. 

 
2. Witness of the Defence: 
 
 (i) Pulak Narayan Goswami. 
 (ii)  Biswajit Dey.  

 
3. Claimant’s Exhibits: 
 

 Ext. 1 accident information report (Form 54). 

Ext 2 Post mortem report. 

4.Exhibits of the defence. 
 
          Ext. A, B and C are MVI reports. 

 Ext. I charge sheet. 

 Ext. II seizure list. 

 
(M. Nandi.) 

          Member 
          MACT, Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


